
Release Notes Drivve | DM Field Manager Version 8
 

Setup 8.0.232 (06.01.2020)

Bug Fixes

 

Setup 8.0.229 (31.10.2019)

Enhancements

 

Setup 8.0.224 (17.05.2019)

Bug Fixes

 

Setup 8.0.223 (16.05.2019)

Bug Fixes

 

Setup 8.0.216 (14.02.2019)

Enhancements

 

Setup 8.0.214 (28.11.2018)

Enhancements

 

Drivve | DM Field Manager Release Notes Version 8
Knowledge base article #7150

When changing the localization of enumeration values, duplicate values are stored in the database.•

The initial height of the main window has been reduced to fit into lower resolutions of remote desktop sessions.•

Adding a workflow column causes an error.•

After an Update from Drivve | DM V7 to V8, custom index fields cannot be added into the column definition and search
definition.

•

After creating a new ODBC Enumeration field, the field mapping is initially disabled after testing the SQL query.•
After deleting a field fro an existing index set, the user interface is not always refreshed.•

After creating a new field, a busy indicator is displayed to notify the user, that the field creation is in progress.•
Improved behaviour when editing fields for old databases.•

Some special fields like "Document Type" and "Space Type"cannot be deactivated anymore to avoid issues in other
applications.

•

The deactivation of enumeration fields will show a warning, because the deactivation will remove the enumeration
settings.

•
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Setup 8.0.208 (21.09.2018)

Enhancements

Bug Fixes

 

Setup 8.0.204 (06.09.2018)

Bug Fixes

 

Setup 8.0.201 (15.08.2018)

Bug Fixes

 

Setup 8.0.200 (18.06.2018)

New Features

Elements on the user interface have been condensed for better usability.•
Improvements of the french localisation.•

Translated field names with "_" in the name, ar not always correctly displayed in the field manager.•
ODBC Enumeration: If the SQL query is modified, the existing values in the result mapping are deleted.•
New fields display the database name in Drivve | DM, if they are not explicitly translated for the current language in
Drivve | DM.

•

French localisation has been improved.•
Field names with underscore are not always displayed correctly in field manager.•
If a new field is created and no localised value is added, Drivve | DM shows the database name instead of the database
caption.

•

ODBC Enumeration Field: Testing an SQL query with * as return value causes crash. Now a message is displayed.•

Replaces the Drivve | DM Management Console•
Support for the new Type ODBC Enumeration•
Modern User Interface•
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